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Abstract
Clustering is the unproven classification of data
items, into groups known as clusters. The clustering
problem has been discussed in many area of research
in many disciplines; this reflects its huge usefulness
in the field of data analysis. However, clustering may
be a difficult problem statistically, and the
differences in assumptions in different disciplines
made concepts and methodologies slow to occur.
This paperpresentstaxonomy of clustering techniques,
and recent advances in graphtheorytic approach. We
also describe some important applications of
clustering algorithms such as image segmentation,
object recognition, and information retrieval.
Key words- weighted graph, clustering, image
segmentation, image retrieval.
1. Introduction
Data clustering is an key methodology in explore the
data analysis. The main objective of clustering is to
partition a dataset into clusters in terms of its basic
structure, without resorting to any a priori knowledge
such as the number of clusters, the distribution of the
data elements, etc. Clustering is a powerful tool and
has been studied and applied in many research areas,
which include image segmentation [1,2], machine
learning, data mining [3], and bioinformatics [4,5].
Although many clustering methods have been
proposed in the recent decades, there is no universal
one that can deal with all cluster problems, since in
the real world clusters may be of arbitrary shapes,
varied densities and unbalanced sizes [6,7]. In
addition, Kleinberg [8] presented an impossibility
theorem to indicate that it is difficult to develop a
universal clustering scheme. However, in general,
users have not any a priori knowledge on their
datasets, which makes it a tough task for them to
select suitable clustering methods. This is the
dilemma of clustering.
Wu, Zhenyu et al [9], introduced a novel graph
theoretic approach for data clustering and its
application to the image segmentation problem where
The data to be clustered are represented by an
undirected adjacency graph with arc capacities
assigned to reflect the similarity between the linked
vertices. Clustering is achieved by removing arcs of
to form mutually exclusive subgraphs such that the
largest inter-sub-graph maximum flow is minimized.
The segmentation is achieved by effectively
searching for closed contours of edge elements
(equivalent to minimum cuts ), which consist mostly
of strong edges, while rejecting contours containing
isolated strong edges. This method is able to
accurately locate region boundaries and at the same
time guarantees the formation of closed edge
contours.
2. Graph–Theoretic Clustering
We represent the data to be clustered as an undirected
edge-weighted graph with no self-loops G =(V, E,w)
, where V = {1,...,n} is the vertex set, E ⊆ V × V is
the edge set, and w : E → IR * +is the (positive)
weight function. Vertices in G correspond to data
points, edges represent neighborhood relationships,
and edge-weights reflect similarity between pairs of
linked vertices (fig-1). As customary, we represent
the graph G with the corresponding weighted
adjacency (or similarity) matrix, which is the n × n
symmetric matrix A = (aij) defined as[10]-
aij=
( , ), ( , ) ∈0, ℎ .
Hence, a clusteris a set of alike entities and should
satisfy two fundamental conditions [11]: (a) it should
have high internal homogeneity; (b) there should be
high inhomogeneity between the entities in the
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cluster and those outside. When the entities are
represented as an edgeweightedgraph, these two
conditions amount to saying thatthe weights on the
edges within a cluster should be large,band those on
the edges connecting the cluster nodes to theexternal
ones should be small[12,13].
Fig-1, similarity weighted graph with
To give our formal deﬁnition of a cluster, we start
withthe intuitive idea that the assignment of the edge-
weightsinduces, in some way to be described, an
assignment ofweights on the vertices. This
perspective gives us a chanceto analyze the
assignment of the edge-weights in a simplerand
fruitful way. To grasp the intuition behind this idea,
consider the graph in Figure 1 and the subgraph
inducedby the set S = {4, 5, 6, 7}. Observe that the
edges incident on 7 has the high weight where as  the
edges incident in 4 are low weight which shows a
ranking  among the vertices. This ranking among the
edges and vertices gives us an idea about the cluster
formation. [14,15].
2.1 Feature Extraction
This work, used the textural features which is a
vector consists of two sets offeatures which are
intended to perform a multi-scale textureanalysis
which is crucial for a compact representationin large
databases containing different types of
compleximages.The first set of features are computed
from the line-angle-ratiostatistics which is a texture
histogram methodthat uses the spatial relationships
between lines as well asthe properties of their
surroundings. Spatial relationshipsare represented by
the angles between intersecting linepairs and
properties of the surroundings are representedby the
ratio of the mean gray levels inside and outside
theregions spanned by those angles. The second set
of featuresare the variances of gray level spatial
dependenciesand are computed from the co-
occurrence matrices for differentspatial
relationships[16,17].
3. Image Retrieval
In most of the retrieval algorithms, a distance
measureis used to rank the database images in
ascending order oftheir distances to the query image,
which is assumed to correspondto a descending order
of similarity. we defined a likelihood ratio to measure
the relevancyof two images, one being the query
image and onebeing a database image, so that image
pairs which had ahigh likelihood value were
classified as “relevant” and theones which had a
lower likelihood value were classified as“irrelevant”.
Fig-2 , Image retrival of 10 images  when N=5, 1 is
the original query
The distributions for the relevance and
irrelevanceclasses were estimated from training sets
and thelikelihood values were used to rank the
database images.Unfortunately, none of the existing
feature extraction algorithmscan always map visually
similar images to nearbylocations in the feature space
and it is not uncommon to retrieveimages that are
quite irrelevant to the query imagesimply because
they are close to it. We believe that an
efficientretrieval algorithm should be able to retrieve
imagesthat are not only close (similar) to the query
image but alsoclose (similar) to each other, and
propose a new retrievalalgorithm as follows [18,19].
Assume we query the database andget back the best
N matches. For each of these N matcheswe do a
query and get back the best N matches again.
DefineS as the set containing the original query
image andthe images that are retrieved as the results
of the abovequeries. S will contain N+ 1 images in
the worst case.Then, we can construct a graph with
the images in S asthe nodes and can draw edges
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between each query imageand each image in the
retrieval set of that query image[20].
4. Algorithm for Graph Theoretic Clustering
Given dense regions, to find the clusters of the graph,
1. Define the dense-region relation F as
F  = {  (B1, B2) | B1, B2 are dense regions of R# ∩# ≥# ∩# ≥ }
where MINOVERLAP is a threshold supplied by the
user. Merge the regions that have enough overlap if
all of the nodes in the set resulting after merging have
high enough associations.
The result is a collection of clusters in the graph.
Note that a node can be a member of multiple
clusters because of the overlap allowed between
them.
5. Experiments and Results
Application to image segmentation
We apply our clustering methodology to the
segmentation of intensity and color images. The
image to be segmented is represented as an edge-
weighted undirected graph, where vertices
correspond to individual pixels and the edge-weights
reﬂect the “similarity” between pairs of vertices. As
customary, we deﬁne a similarity measure between
pixels based on brightness/color proximity. Speciﬁ-
cally, in our experiments the similarity between
pixels i and T j was measured by [21]:
where σ is a positive real number which affects the
decreasing rate of w, and F(i) is deﬁned as the
intensity value at node i, normalized to a real number
in the interval [0, 1], for segmenting brightness
images, and as F(i)= [v, vs sin(h),vscos(h)](i), where
h, s, v are the HSV values of pixel i, for color
segmentation.
In principle, our clustering algorithm consists of
iterativelyﬁnding a dominant set in the graph using
replicator dynamics and then removing it from the
graph, until all vertices have been clustered. Indeed,
in the experiments reported here, to avoid the
formation of small meaningless clusters, we repeated
the process until 90% of the pixels were clustered,
the remaining ones being assigned to the closest
clusters, in terms of brightness/color proximity. In
our experiments, we used the discrete-time replicator
equations . The process was started from the simplex
barycenter and stopped after a few iterations
(typically, no more than three). To improve the
segmentation results, after convergence small
isolated regions were incorporated into larger ones
(see ﬁgure’s captions for details). Figures 3 to 7 show
the results obtained with our segmentation algorithm
on various natural brightness and color images. The
left side of each ﬁgure shows the original image and
the right one shows the corresponding segmentation,
where connected pixels having the same gray level
are intended to belong to the same region. On
average, the algorithm took only a few seconds to
return a segmentation, on a machine equipped with a
750 MHz Intel Pentium III. Figure 3 shows an
intensity image taken during a baseball game that has
been used originally by Shi and Malik [24] and other
authors [4, 7]. As can be seen, unlike other
algorithms [24, 7, 4], ours was able to separate the
grassy region from the back wall in a nice way.
Figure 2.An 80 × 120 intensity image  and its
segmentation. Parameter setting: σ =0.14. Minimal
region size of interest is 11
6. Conclusion and Future scope
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We have introduced the notion of a dominant set
ofvertices in an edge-weighted graph and have shown
howthis concept can be relevant in pairwise
clustering as wellas image segmentation problems.
The framework, however, is general and can
beapplied in a variety of computer vision and pattern
recognitiondomains such as, for example, texture
segmentation,perceptual grouping, and the
unsupervised organization of an image database.
Though many researchers have done a lot of work in
this field , a lot of work has to be done in this area. In
this work we have got the result i.e a segmented
image from an original image but we could not
consider the noise removal process concurrently.
In  future work one can consider this point and use
different noise removal algorithm to obtain a better
quality image.
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